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Imbolc February 1st or 2nd
Candlemas, Brid’s Day, Oimelc, Imbolg
Imbolc is a holiday with a variety of names, depending on which culture and location you’re looking at. “it’s a precursor to the end of winter when the ewes are nursing
their newly born lambs. Spring and the planting season are right around the corner.
The Ancient Egyptians celebrated this time of year as a Feast of Nut, whose birthday falls on February 2nd. (Gregorian Calendar). According the Book of the Dead,
Nut was seen as a mother-figure to the sun god Ra, who at sunrise was known as Khepera and took the form of a scarab beetle.
Brigid was the wife of Bres, and Irish King. Together they produced three sons, each of them became a famous warrior. Brigid and her husband came from two
warring tribes and hoped their marriage would end the enmity between their kin. Unfortunately, it did not. The battlefield death of their son Ruadan assured Brigid’s
role as Goddess of Peace and unity.
Eventually, the love and respect for the goddess Brigid brought unity to the Celts who were spread throughout Europe. Regardless of their differences, they all
agreed upon the goodness and compassion.
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Ostara March 19th- March 22nd
Ostara, the Vernal Equinox. In agrar- ian cultures, Ostara marked the return of Spring. The joyful time, the seed time, when life burst forth from the Earth and Winters
hold on the land was broken. Oft times this was a ritual to bless the seeds and soil in hopes of a bountiful harvest.
Ostara was named for the God- dess of Spring and was a Sabbat of great importance in Greece, Rome and the Nordic and Germanic lands. It is from these traditions
a large number of currently ac- cepted customs come.
Many Ostara myths from these cultures concern trips by deities into the Underworld and their struggle to return from the Land of the Dead to earth. When they
eventually do return to the World of the Living, they have a new life, both literally and figuratively and this idea of life renewed plays heavily in the symbolism of the
Holiday.
This is also the Vernal or Spring Equinox. Light and Dark are equal; it is the time of Balance, when all the elements within us must be brought into harmony.

Rev. Jeannie Cabot Willow, HPs
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MW: How long have you been practicing majick?
JW: 35 years

MW: Not every witch lives in Salem…. But you do. Do you find living in Salem connects you more or less to your majick?

JW: Living in Salem does not connect me more to my majick per say. Majick comes from within. However, for me, living in Salem allows me to experience more
people of like minds, and more openly. I suppose to that end, I'm more fortunate.

MW: You work in corporate America and are very open about being a witch. Have you ever encountered a concern or issue about being so open about who you
from your employer, co-workers or clients? If so what steps have you done or what do you recommend to others that may not feel okay with being so open about
being a witch?

JW: Luckily, my workplace is very progressive for a large corporate entity in Boston (I keep everyday items on my desk that represent the elements...hiding in plain
sight). Negative experiences are by no means the norm. However, years ago, I did encounter a few instances where people stopped talking to me when they learned
that I am a practicing Witch. When that occurred, I did self-esteem + protection spellwork. I didn't allow their negativity to enter into my mind or my work space.
Because I stayed true to myself and to my majick, I wasn't bothered by it. Slowly, those same people began asking me about witches, Salem and witchcraft, asking
"what is it that you do?" etc. Once they realized that I'm a person just like them, and that we do no harm, etc., they came around.

MW: If you had any wisdom and or knowledge to pass on to the next generation of Witches what you tell them

JW: Wisdom for a witch entering into the corporate world? That you are a person first, no matter what path you choose; and that your hard work will speak for itself.
Your job will be important, and you should treat it as such. That being said: I DO dress mainly in black, and wear a pentacle and/or other majickal jewelry every day;
but I'm smart about it.

I carry majickal items in my purse to work, enough so that I'm protected, energized, whatever I know is needed that day. However, I respect the company where I
work (just as I want to be respected) so I keep my witchy attire and attitude in check. You have to use common sense.

People WILL judge you initially when they discover your path in life. But use your majick to empower yourself.

The Symbol of Brighid’s Cross
by: Rev. Stephanie Eaton,HPs

Brighid, of the Tuatha de Danaan, Goddess of hearth and home, appears at Imbolc, her day of feast. Through ritual, we honor her pregnancy, the sun returning, and
the lactating and pregnant animals such as the ewes, and the first signs of spring in emerging crocuses.
Part of our offerings and honoring her, is symbolized by weaving her cross, or wheel of fire known as a sun wheel. This cross, woven with reeds, rushes, straw, or
wheat stalks represents the crossroads between light and dark, the place where the Underworld and Physical meet. When woven, its center is the shape of a square.

Protruding from this square are four arms or radials from each corner. Each radial is secured at its outermost point. It is a symbol of protection.
These may also be exchanged to project prosperity in the months to come. In some customs, her cross is woven anew each year and the old one is burned in ritual to
protect the home from fire. There are other customs involved at Imbolc such as the making of corn dollies and the bed that is made for her with offerings of food.

This is done in honor of her visiting the homes of people and blessing them while they slept. The crosses are woven for Brighid as one way to thank her for the return
of spring, and are often hung-over windows, doors and from barns to welcome her and as mentioned, as protection from fire, and are left for the year until they are
burned and new ones made. In our Cabot Tradition, we honor Brighid through ritual every year and incorporate all that symbolizes her including the making of her
cross for our ritual and our homes asking for her blessing of protection. May Brighid bless your Imbolc and your homes, and may you honor her by making your own
cross as Spring returns once again. Blessed Be.

Imbolc: Herbs for Majick and Health
by: Priestess Dina-Lee Cabot McEwan, Herbalist
Imbolc is a time for us to look at everything in our lives. Whether it is our own selves, the people in our lives, or the possessions we have, Imbolc affords us the
opportunity to purge or cleanse what does or doesn’t work for us.
Using herbs, flowers and trees to aid us in this cleansing and growing process is very beneficial majickally and health wise. Mother Nature gives us the tools to
connect with her both internally and externally.

Herbs
“Old wives say inhaling the fragrance of Angelica, fresh plant or essential oil, promotes intuitive awareness of subtle energies and helps us develop our spiritual gifts.”
--- Gail Faith Edwards

Angelica (Angelica archangelica)
Planet: Sun

Element: Fire

Deity: Venus

Powers: Exorcism, Protection, Healing, Visions

Majickal Uses:
Just growing this plant is protective.
Using the leaves and flowers in incense will aid your protection spells.
Sprinkling it around the perimeter of your home can ward off negative energies. You can also sprinkle it in the four corners of your home to achieve the same
protection.
Useful in the bath to remove any spells cast upon you by another.
Use in healing incense.
Use in dream pillows for sweet dreams and protection.
Health Uses:
When used medicinally, it is wonderful for the heart, the nervous system, clear thinking brain and strong memory, healthy glowing skin, healthy reproductive
system and fertility, healthy eyes, helps to handle the stresses in life, respiratory health, helps provide adequate energy and vitality, helps with gum and teeth
health and anti-cancer/anti-tumor.
Has the ability to help the digestive system, as well as quell nausea, relieve gas and intestinal colic. It is calming to some parts of the nervous system which is
especially beneficial to nervous types (i.e. Vata) as well as heavier, slower metabolisms (i.e. Kapha).
Is very helpful in increasing circulation to the liver which increases the liver’s ability to do its job.
Is high in B vitamins, even B12. It also contains calcium and magnesium. This combination of vitamins and minerals helps to strengthen and soothe the
nervous system and promote sound sleep. It naturally contains Vitamin E which promotes healthy skin and tissues.
Acts as an anti-inflammatory and offers relief for rheumatic and arthritic complaints.
Should not be used during pregnancy, during menses, if one has uterine fibroids, or if you are taking blood thinning medications.
Blackberry (Rubus villosus or Rubus fruticosus)
Planet: Venus Element: Water Deity: Brigid

Powers: Healing, Money, and Protection

Ritual Uses: “Blackberry was considered to be sacred to some of the old Pagan deities of Europe and was used in worship. To the present day, blackberry pies are
baked on Lughnasadh by some of the Wiccans in commemoration of the harvest, seen poetically as the death of the God.” (Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical
Herbs).
Majickal Uses:
“can change bad luck to good by sprinkling the leaves at the door of those who are causing the bad luck.” (Laurie Cabot A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick)
Leaves are used in spells of wealth (you can use the berries for this as well).
Blackberry vines are protective when they are growing. Also, “a bramble bush that forms a natural arch is a great aid to magical healing. On a sunny day,
crawl through the arch backward and then forward three times, going as nearly east to west as possible. This will cause boils, rheumatism, whooping cough
and even blackheads to disappear.” (Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs)
The leaves and berries are used in spells for wealth. The leaves can also be used to heal minor burns “by dipping nine leaves in spring water and then laying
them against the wound gently, while saying the following chant 3 times to each leaf (27 times in all):
Three ladies came from the east,

One with fire, and two with frost,
Out with fire, and in with frost.
(This is an old invocation to Brigit, the ancient Celtic Goddess of poetry, healing and smithcraft).” (Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs)
Health Uses:
Blackberry contains the Vitamins A, B, C and E. It contains the minerals calcium, magnesium, iron, manganese, selenium, phosphorus, potassium and niacin.
Blackberry leaves should be harvested when they are vibrant with life. The roots are also used and have a great potency of medicine. Blackberry is very
thorny so one should be slow and thoughtful when harvesting.
Blackberry cools and clears the blood, relieves anemia, and nourishes the nervous system. It is a general strengthener so is helpful for those feeling weak or
low on energy. It is also a good ally for pregnant women.
A tea made from the root or leaf and used as an external wash can be used to heal eczema, hemorrhoids, varicose veins and ulcers. A tea to drink can be
used to heal mouth ulcers and sore throat.
Blackberry leaves are excellent for digestive complaints such as sluggish feelings, acute and chronic diarrhea. Blackberry root is considered one of the best
healers for constipation.
Basil: (Ocimum basilicum)
Planet: Mars Element: Fire Deities: Vishnu, Erzulie

Powers: Love, Wealth, Flying, Protection, Exorcism

Majickal Uses:
Brings love and amiability (Laurie Cabot, A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick)
Fresh basil’s scent causes sympathy between two people.
Used in love incenses.
Fresh leaves rubbed on skin can be used as a love perfume.
In love divinations, two fresh basil leaves can be burned on a hot coal. “If they lie where you put them and burn quickly to ashes, the relationship will be
harmonious. If there is a certain amount of crackling, the life of the pair will be disturbed by quarrels. If the leaves fly apart with fierce crackling, the projected
relationship is undesirable.” (Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs)
Brings wealth if carried in your pocket.
Spread around your home to protect from evil/negative energy.
Given as a gift, it brings good luck to a new home (give a fresh basil plant).
Health Uses:
Always use fresh leaves and stems, as the dried version is not as effective for medicinal purpose.
Its main use is as an anti-inflammatory.
It may be used as a substitute for medical marijuana as it offers the same benefits without the “high”.
It can be helpful in the treatment of respiratory disorders, diabetes, allergies and impotence.
It is very high in antioxidants, which can help to protect the body against free radical damage due to aging, skin ailments, and most forms of cancer.
A great immune system booster.
Fresh leaves and basil oil have antibacterial properties. Apply the leaves to a wound and this can be helpful to deter/eliminate infection.
Basil is helpful in fighting common viruses such as cold, flu and the Herpes family of viruses.
Cinnamon: (Cinnamomum zeylanicum, C. verum)
Planet: Sun Element: Fire Deities: Venus, Aphrodite
Powers: Spirituality, Success, Healing, Psychic Powers, Protection, Love
Rituals: In ancient Egypt, cinnamon oil was used as part of the mummification process.
Majickal Uses:
As an incense, “raises the high spiritual vibrations, aids in healing, draws money, stimulates psychic powers and produces protective vibrations.”
(Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs)
Use cinnamon in sachets or infusions/teas for the above purposes.
You can also make a room spray by adding distilled water to a small pump bottle and adding 5-10 drops of cinnamon essential oil to it. Remember to shake
the bottle before each use.
Health Uses:
Did you know that cinnamon is an evergreen tree native to Sri Lanka?
Can help the body to process blood sugar.

Can help to speed up wound healing and prevent diarrhea.
Can help to alleviate stomach upset, relieve gas, treat hay fever and ease menstrual cramps.
Has antimicrobial properties making it useful for thrush and other bacterial infections.
Helpful in the treatment of colds and flu.
Beneficial for allergies, arthritis pain, Type 2 Diabetes, lowering cholesterol and other blood fats.
Grains: Specifically, oats and/milky oats
“Oats: a grain which in England is generally given to horses, but in Scotland supports the people”—Samuel Johnson
Oats: Milky Oats

(Avena sativa)

Planet: Venus Element: Earth Powers: Money, Healing, Grounding, Peace
Majickal Uses:
Useful in spells for prosperity and money
Health Uses:
Add slippery elm bark to your oatmeal if you suffer from weak digestion.
Protects the heart, increases circulation, helps to balance cholesterol.
Nourishes the nervous system, digestive system, immune system, healthy skin, bones and teeth. This in turn gives us a physical, emotional, spiritual and
mental hardiness.
Improves concentration
Increases mental clarity and physical coordination.
Encourages deep sound sleep.
Helps to reverse fatigue from immune system depletion, stress or depression.
Diabetics and hypoglycemics will benefit from the use of Oats due to its ability to balance the blood sugars.
An oatmeal bath is soothing and healing for nerves, emotions and many skin conditions (i.e. eczema, poison ivy).
Pain relieving to such disorders as intestinal spasms/cramping and pelvic inflammatory disease.
Useful during withdrawals from alcohol, tobacco and drug use. Used as infusion, tincture or vinegar, it helps to strengthen the nervous system and brings a
sense of calm and groundedness during a very difficult time.
“The sun never shone upon a better herb for the yellow jaundice than this.”—Nicholas Culpeper 1653

Wormwood: (Artemesia absinthium)
Planet: Mars Element: Fire Deities: Iris, Diana, Artemis
Powers: Psychic powers, Calling Spirit, Protection, Love
Majickal Uses:
“for protection from physical illness, aids psychic powers” (Laurie Cabot, A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick)
Burning Wormwood in incenses created to help in developing psychic powers. You can wear it for this as well.
Hang in your vehicle to protect it from accidents.
Mixing Wormwood and Sandalwood to burn as incense will be useful in summoning spirits.
Burning Wormwood in a graveyard will summon the spirits of the dead to rise and speak.
Health Uses:
Taken as an infusion helps to restore appetite, allay nausea, stimulate gastric juices, and to remedy diarrhea, constipation and dysentery.
Helps to strengthen the liver and the gall bladder.
Makes an excellent insecticide as a wash for fleas and lice. Combined with other allies like yarrow, mugwort and geranium, it becomes a great repellant for
biting insects (i.e. mosquitoes, black flies).
Combined with Rue, it helps to alleviate the symptoms of rheumatic complaints.
Helps those that feel helplessness and hopelessness from devastation, poverty, abuse and situations where it seems impossible to disentangle.
Wormwood is a strong antibiotic, antimicrobial, antifungal and antiviral.
Trees
Trees are also a very large part of the Majickal and Herbal world.
Cedar: (Thuja occidentalis) Eastern White Cedar
Planet: Jupiter Element: Fire Deities: Lone Man, Mother-Corn

Powers: Protection, Banishing, Clearing, Purification, Wealth, Success, Benevolent Powers of drawing in or moving out, Cleansing
Majickal Uses:
Planted around cemetaries for evergreen qualities (symbolizing eternal life) and to keep the spirits of dead contained.
Cedar wood and resin are great for incense.
Makes a beautiful smudge bundle.
Cedar wands possess great fire energy, energy of making and doing, masculine energy of projection.
Excellent for clearing spaces of illness or negative energies.
Health Uses:
Cedar is antiseptic, antibiotic, antifungal, antiviral and antimicrobial along with being opening and somewhat warming.
Inhaling the steam of cedar opens the bronchial passageways as well as heals infection.
Combine with hibiscus, rose hips and rowan berries for a warming, vitamin C rich, cold and flu fighting tea.
Able to dissolve warts.
Can give comfort for rheumatic pains.
Helpful in easing painful joints.
Rowan: (Sorbus aucuparia European Mountain Ash, Sorbus American, American Mountain Ash)
Other names: Witchbane, Witchen, Witchwood, the Whispering Tree
Planet: Sun and Uranus Element: Fire Deity: Thor Powers: Psychic Powers, Healing, Power, Success, Protection
“Rowan twigs and strings of red/ Deflect all harm, gossip and dread.”—Old saying
Majickal Uses:
Rowan wood, when carried, increases one’s psychic abilities.
Has been used for dowsing rods and majickal wands.
Leaves and berries are used in divination work.
Berries and bark can be added to satchels for healing, success and good luck.
Two twigs of Rowan tied together in a cross pattern with red string and placed around the house is very protective. Scottish Highlanders would place these in
the lining of their clothing.
Plant Rowan trees near your home for protection.
Helps one to clear the mind to be open for inspiration.
Helps one to connect with other worlds, while still being connected to this one.
There many myths about Rowan, although it is Scottish legend to only use Rowan wood for ritual.
American and European trees can be used interchangeably.
Rowan means ‘a secret’ or ‘a whisper’ and is related to the word for rune.
Health Uses:
Juice from the berries (after they’ve been frozen) is a good laxative.
Make a tea of the berries as a gargle for sore throat and inflamed tonsils.
Rowan berry jam is a beneficial jam.
Rowan berries are strong antioxidants. An increase in antioxidant levels in your body leads to an increase in skin health, an increase in cellular regeneration
and eye health.
Rowan berry is high in vitamin C, promotes a healthy immune system by stimulating white blood cell production and promoting collagen production that
strengthens muscle tissues and helps to build and repair blood vessels.
Rowan is antibacterial. It contains sorbic acid (formed after freezing/heating the berries) and decreases the unhealthy microbial and bacterial germs on the
skin and body.
Rowan berry contains dietary fiber which helps promote healthy digestion and reduces constipation.
Sycamore: (Acer pseudoplatanus)
Element: Air and Water Powers: Ancestral and Earth Wisdom, Land Alignment, Strength,
Protection, Eternity and Divinity
Majickal Uses:
Good for any majickal spells requiring prosperity, love or longevity
Teaches humility
Symbolizes development, perseverance and vitality

Use in healing spells
Connects the world of the living with the world of the dead
Promotes relaxation and harmony
Raises energy levels
Make wands from the Sycamore
Health Uses:
The bark has mild astringent qualities and can be uses as a wash for skin problems.
As an eye wash for sore eyes.
The inner bark which contains sweet sap can be used as a dressing for wounds.
Inner bark used as a tea useful in treating common colds and coughs.
Please always remember to wildcraft responsibly. Always research more about the health uses of herbs. If you have any medical questions, don’t hesitate to contact
your primary care doctor.

Majickal Imbolc Crystals
by: Priestess Valerie O'Neil
Blessed Imbolc to all! It is time for new beginnings, renewal, and purification! Time to cleanse and charge our Crystals, Metal, Tools, or Mineral Stones. We will be
learning about 4 Majickal Crystals for Imbolc that bring strength, protection, and well-being.

Citrine
Crystal system

Trigonal

Chemistry

SiO2 silicon dioxide

Hardness

7

Source

Brazil, Russia, France,
Madagascar, Brazil
USA (May be heat treated Amethyst)

Chakra

Cleanses and re-energizes all

Number

6

Zodiac Sign

Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra

Planet

Sun

Beneficial for

Sensitivity to environmental
influences, optimism, letting
go of the past, self-esteem,
self-confidence, concentration,
depression, fears, phobias,
individuality, motivation,
creativity, self-expression,
nightmares, Alzheimer's, itching
male hormones, detoxification,
elimination, energizing, recharging

Deriving from the French citron, or lemon, lighter shades of Citrine are said to govern the
physical body and its functions, while darker shades govern the spiritual aspects of life. A powerful
cleanser and regenerator that carries the power of the sun, this is an exceedingly beneficial stone.
Energizing and highly creative, it never needs cleansing. It absorbs, transmutes, and grounds
negative energy and protects the environment. It is particularly beneficial for attracting
abundance and should be placed in a cashbox and in the wealth corner of the house. Citrine encourages
sharing what one has, and imparts joy to all who behold it.

A useful stone for smoothing group or family discord, Citrine reverses self-destructive behavior
and assists in acting on constructive criticism. It promotes inner calm, allowing your (remove) natural
wisdom to emerge, and helps in moving into the flow of feelings and becoming emotionally
balanced. NOTE: Wear in contact with your skin!
Green Tourmaline (Verdelite)
Crystal system

Trigonal

Chemistry

Complex silicate

Hardness

7-7.5

Source

Sri Lanka, Brazil, Africa, USA,
Australia, Afghanistan, Italy
Germany, Madagascar

Chakra

Heart

Zodiac Sign

Virgo, Capricorn

Beneficial for

Compassion, tenderness, patience,
sense of belonging, fears, openness
rejuvenation, restful sleep,
claustrophobia, panic attacks,
hyperactivity, detoxification,
relieves chronic fatigue and
exhaustion, balancing male and
female energy

Helpful for visualization and creativity, Green Tourmaline is a powerful healer and protector
during detoxification on all levels. In addition to carrying the generic properties of Tourmaline
(p.210), it facilitates the study of herbalism, enhances the application of remedies, has the power
to heal plants, and prepares for a vibrational shift. This stone can be used to heal past life trauma
in the emotional body and to reprogram negative emotional patterns. With (Remove) Green Tourmaline
allows the wearer to see all possible solutions and to select the most constructive. It magnetizes the
wearer to prosperity and abundance. This nurturing stone brings balance and joie de vivre,
transforming negative energy to positive. Green Tourmaline overcomes problems with authority
and father figures.

Hematite
Crystal system

Hexagonal

Chemistry

Fe2O3 Iron oxide

Hardness

5.5-6.5

Source

USA, Canada, Italy, Brazil, UK
Switzerland, Sweden, Venezuela

Chakra

Root

Number

9

Zodiac Sign

Aquarius, Aries

Planet

Saturn

Beneficial for

Timid women, self-esteem,
willpower, study of mathematics
and technical studies, legal situations
compulsions, addictions, overeating,
smoking, over-indulgence, stress,
hysteria, inflammation, courage

Said to protect a soldier going into battle, Hematite enhances personal magnetism. It can heal the
anger and hurt felt by those who were warriors in previous lives and support those who face
karmic battle in present life. Harmonizing mind, body, and spirit, this effective grounding stone
removes excess energy and separates the wearer’s emotions from those of other people. Worn on the
right in right-handed people, it shuts down metaphysical awareness. On the left, it allows

metaphysical faculties to remain open. During out-of-body journeying, Hematite protects the
soul and guides it back into the body. Strongly yang, it balances meridians, redresses yin
imbalances, dissolves negativity, and protects the aura.

Enhancing survival ability, this is an excellent stone for accessing the subconscious mind,
drawing attention to unfulfilled desires that drive the wearer’s life. Assisting in coming to terms with
mistakes as learning experiences, it helps face the shadow side of the wearer’s personality. An excellent
booster for the memory, Hematite should not be used where inflammation is present, or for long
periods of time.
Ruby
Crystal system

Trigonal

Chemistry

AL2O3

Hardness

9

Source

India, Madagascar, Russia, Sri
Lanka, Cambodia, Kenya, Mexico
Zimbabwe, Tanzania

Chakra

Root, Root

Number

3

Zodiac Sign

Aries, Cancer, Leo, Scorpio
Sagittarius

Planet

Mars

Beneficial for

Dynamic relationships, courage,
selflessness, heightened awareness,
concentration, anger, enhanced
immunity, exhaustion, lethargy,
vigor, hyperactivity, detoxification

Named from the Latin ruber, meaning “red,” Ruby is one of the Vedic healing gems and a major
protector for family and possessions, being a powerful shield against psychic attack and
vampirism of heart energy. In years gone by it was fashioned into a specific shape, a cabochon or
carbuncle, and Ruby is often referred to by this name in ancient lapidaries. Ruby is one of the
warning stones, said to darken when danger or illness threatens. It imparts vigor to life but may
overstimulate irritable people. Ruby encourages passion for life, improving motivation and
setting realistic goals. This stone wants the wearer to “follow your bliss,” promoting positive dreams
and clear visualization. One of the stones of abundance, it aids in retaining wealth and passion.

Source material: The Encyclopedia of Crystals by Judy Hall and Celebrate the Earth by Laurie Cabot.

Brid's Oil
Laurie Cabot's Celebrate the Earth (page 96)

2 drams almond oil or olive oil
1 dram of sage oil
1 dram of dragon's blood
crushed garnet

Warm slowly on a very low heat in and enamel pan,
Let cool and place in small corked bottles or jars.
Charge the oil in your Magic Circle,wear it, or
use it to anoint candle in your rituals and spells

Faery Wine
Laurie Cabot's Celebrate the Earth (page 103)

1 1/2 cup milk per serving
1 tsp. honey
1/8 tsp.Vanilla extract
Pinch Cinnamon

Warm milk, being careful not to boil.
To each glass or mug add honey and vanilla.
Sprinkle tops with cinnamon.

Majickal Herbs and Oils for Imbolc and Ostara
by: Rev. Lady Leslie Cabot Armstrong, HPs
For many, many years I have blended oils and made incense. Every Sabbat I create a new blend or open my potion book and remake ones from the past. I find it
spirituality fulfilling connecting with the Goddesses and Gods throughout the wheel of the year. So, I am opening my book to share with you. How to make your own
incense and oil blends as well some blends of my personal blends.

Making incense from herbs is fun and easy for anyone to do. Listed below are some herbs that you can use in making your incense. You do not need to use them all.
Choose the ones that you feel that will work for you. Once you have chosen the herbs/resin/flowers that you want. Set up your mortal and pistol. It is best to use a
stone one. It is also best to have the herbs laid out in front of you before starting. Have a charcoal and burner as well, to test out your blend.

This is where you can add a little ritual to your incense blend. As you place your herbs a bit at a time in your mortal and pistol as you grind the mixture, you can focus
on what the meaning of the sabbat. Keep adding what herbs you want until you have a nice powder. Take a little bit of your blend and place on the lite charcoal.
Smell the blend. You may want to add a little more of the herbs. Play around with it until you are happy with the scent.

When you are blending oils the same applies. Have a small amber bottle ½ oz (15ml) Amber, Eye dropper and the oils that you are going use in front of you. You will
also need a carrier oil. (Grapeseed, Jojoba, etc.) Do not use vegetable oil. Place a drop at a time of the oils in the bottle. Smell each time. To make sure you like the
smell. Once you have the blend that you like top up the bottle with the carrier oil and gently roll it in your hands. Never shake the bottle. As you roll the bottle in your
hands focus on your intention of the Sabbat. Store your bottle in a dark cabinet out direct light. I have oils that I made over 5 years ago which are still good.

Another way you can use your oils and herb mixture is in a cleansing bath. Add a few drops of your oil blend to the water and burn your herb blend. Create a scared
space by lighting candles and playing some soft music if you wish. Add some sea salt as this is great to draw out impurities, immerse yourself and relax! Imagine any
incorrect energy is being soaked away from your body. Visualize it carrying away any unwanted energy leaving you fresh and clean, spirituality as well as physically.

Most herbs and oils you can find in your local grocery store, Health food or metaphysical store. Below are just a few that you can use. You can use essential or
fragrance oil

Imbolc - The days are getting longer and new life is stirring within the belly of the Great Mother - the land is awakening.

Imbolc- Herbs/Oils
Basil, Bay, Camphor, Chamomile, Myrrh, Frankincense, Wisteria, Jasmine, Lotus, Cedar, Pine Resin
Dragons Blood
Imbolc
7 drops Cedar
3 drops Lotus
5 drops Dragons Blood
8 drops Wisteria

Ostara- On this day of balance between dark and light. Sweet Scared waters of life. Flow down from the highland mountains. Fill my rivers and streams.
Green the land will be, fields and meadows full of life we will see. Bring forth renewed fertility

Ostara- Herbs/Oils
All spring flowers, Irish moss, Crocus flowers, Daffodils, Easter lilies, Strawberry, Acorn, Celandine, Dandelion, Dogwood, Honeysuckle, Iris, Jasmine, Rose, Tansy,
Violet, African violet, Sage, Orange peel, Rose petals, Lotus, Magnolia, Ginger.
Oil blends from my personal Potion Book
Ostara
3 drops Honeysuckle
3 drops Jasmine
3 Drops Geranium Rose
7 Drops French Cypress

Basic guidelines in writing a spell
Always be clear in your intention before you begin by putting your goals or objectives in writing.
Spells do not need to rhyme, but if you like you can do so.
Spelling counts so check your spelling and grammar.
Always write down your spell in order to keep record if it works or not.
Do not micro manage your spell. Let the universe take care of the details.
When writing a spell for Imbolc or Ostara, you should keep in mind what the sabbats are about. Throughout this new letter you will be able to find that information or
research it. Sit and think how each sabbat may resonate within your life. It does not need to be long or too wordy. Enjoy writing your spell for it is for you and what
you want to bring into your majickal life.

Have a blessed Imbolc and Ostara and May the growing season be bountiful for all of you.

Animal Symbolism of Spring
by: Priestess Meredith Cabot Lee

The Spring Equinox officially occurs in the instance of time when the plane of the Earth’s equator passes through the center of the sun. For those of us living in the
Northern Hemisphere, the Sun, at this time, enters the cardinal fire sign of Aries and SPRING officially begins! The Sun strengthens and days grow longer and
warmer. Earth responds as trees put out buds, plants push their way up through the soil, sap begins to flow and animals become more active. Flocks of migratory
birds can be seen winging their way North and hibernating animals awake from their Winter slumbers. Earth and all her creatures, human, animal and plant feel this
surge of power. This is a time of rejuvenation, resurrection and creativity.

If we take the time to observe the animals and how they react to the energy surge of Spring, we can both learn and be inspired by them. In this article I offer a
sampling of some of the animals we associate with Spring. While hiking in a forest is a wonderful way to commune with Nature not everyone has access to such
open spaces, so I have chosen animals that are common to more populated urban and suburban areas.

The Robin
For many, the first herald of Spring is the robin. How can one not smile when this delightful, gaily colored bird with its infamous russet breast and golden beak shows
up bobbing about looking for food?

Mythology and Folklore - Native American tribes attributed the return of the sun (inception of spring) with the robin. Many Native American beliefs attributed solar
symbolic meaning to the robin because its rosy red breast is symbolic of the dawning sun. Also, its bright yellow beak is symbolic of the sun rays lighting the earth
with hope. Omaha tribes believed the sun rose and set on the wings of the robin. Iroquois and Shoshone tribe lore indicated the white ring around the red robin’s
eye was symbolic of prophetic vision, clarity, and great wisdom.

Symbolism – The Robin is symbolic of joy, hope, renewal, promise, radiance and growth. We see this in its bright, boldly colored breast and beak. It also carries
symbolic meanings of cheer, joviality and light heartedness that is demonstrated in its perky hop. The Robin reminds us that it is time to shake off those winter
doldrums and get up, get out and get going!

The Rabbit (Hare)
For many the rabbit is not just a symbol of Spring, it embodies Spring. The Rabbit and its prolific abilities to procreate underscore the very essence of Spring.
Rejuvenation, resurgence, and creativity are Spring and the Rabbit is all of that!

Mythology and Folklore - The rabbit has played a role in both myth and folklore of many cultures including the ancient Greeks who associated the rabbit with the
goddess Hecate. The Rabbit appears in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics where it is associated with the concept of “being”.

In China, the rabbit is one of twelve

astrological signs. It is considered a most fortunate sign, giving those born under it the ability to possess the powers of the moon.

Symbolism - Rabbits play a major role in animal symbolism for Spring. The Rabbit embraces the themes of rejuvenation, resurgence and procreation. The Rabbit
with its soft fur, enormous ears and wiggly nose is an endearing creature that has inspired many an author to write tales that bring us joy and happiness. And Spring
is all about putting Joy and Happiness in our Hearts and a spring (hop?) in our step!

The Frog
Who doesn’t love the sound of the spring peepers? Here in New England, a certain chemical reaction occurs as a result of the combination of warming earth, air and
water. Usually, it’s on the second or third night of a warming spell when the peepers assemble their symphony and the concert begins! Hearing the song of the
peepers is primordial; their beautiful song conjures images of ancient forests filled with Magic and Magical creatures.

Mythology and Folklore – Being amphibians with links to the water and the land, frogs are often associated with the magic of both elements. They have also been
linked to the lore of fairies and elves. Many shamanic societies, especially North and South American, associate the frog with rain and the control of weather. The
voice of the frog is said to call forth the rains. Also, because of its association with the element of water it has been connected to the moon and those goddesses
associated with the moon.

Symbolism – Frogs are associated with metamorphosis – a frog egg goes through several stages before maturing into an adult (egg -polliwog-tadpole-frog). The
frog tells us that change is possible. The voice of the frog can stir the emotions, call cleansing rains and change our internal climate. What better time than the
Spring to do an “internal assessment” and make changes that will transform our lives and make them better?

The Snake
While I have to admit the snake is not one of my favorite critters and not one that I seek out, its ability to shed and recreate its skin makes it a creature that embodies
the themes of spring.

Mythology and Folklore - The snake has been the subject of great controversy amongst religions. Sometimes seen as the root of evil and others times seen as a
healer.

In the Americas the snake serves as a prominent symbol in art and lore. To the Native Americans, the snake is a symbol of transformation and healing.

Snake ceremonies involved learning to transmute the poisons within the body after being bitten several times. Survival of this would then enable the individual to
transmute all poisons, physical or otherwise. It activated the energy of kill or cure, ultimately leading to dramatic healings. In Greece, the snake was also a symbol
of alchemy and healing. The caduceus symbol is the primary symbol of modern medicine and doctors. It is a symbol of wisdom expressed through healing. In
Egypt, the snake has mystical significance. The uraeus is a head band in the shape of the snake. The head of the snake rests and sticks out at the brow area. It
was believed to represent a state of inner sight and control of the universe.

Symbolism – The snake’s ability to shed its skin has long made it a symbol of death and rebirth. This death and rebirth cycle mirrors the cycle Earth experiences.
The ability to renew itself with new, fresh skin embodies the message of Spring. Snake tells us we too can be reborn with fresh new ideas; be creative and grow.

References:
Animal Speak by Ted Andrews
Animal Wise by Ted Andrews
Nature Speak by Ted Andrews
Birds of North America by Chandler Robbins, Bertel Bruun and Herbert Zim
Peterson First Guides – Reptiles and Amphibians by Roger Conant, Robert Stebbins and Joseph Collins
https://www.what-your-sign.com

Springs of Transformation
by: Mikhail Tank
As Spring arrives so does rebirth. In order for rebirth to occur, there must be transformation.

The beauty of transformation are in its seeds and springs. After recently taking the "Gaming Board" class with Laurie Cabot, online, I would like to mention that seeds

and springs are symbols which I have now added to my board. Seeds may be placed into the Earth for growth and fruition, whereas springs may be placed in motion
via the elements, air / fire / water / earth / wood / stone and the nothingness which encompasses the all.

These symbols activate our psyche, formulating a passing through, a letting go and the sacred inner space for The New.

It shall be plowed in the darkness of our unconscious, with the light of our intent, and as the Spring flourishes, these moments, mysteries and majickal gems begin to
take shape from within our unconscious into the conscious realm.

That which we wished for since an early age, that was not yet fulfilled last year, that we were shy to do, and that made us feel weak, we now develop new strength.

During this time
When all begins life
Let all that we wished for
With the greatest intent
Come into fruition
And bring us peace
Thank you, Great Soul
Within Us, Amen

Transformation Begin
Springs turn into wheels
Intention ignited
Will is decided
So Mote it Be

A Special Reading for Imbolc And Ostara
by, Rev. Candi Cabot, HPs
Insight, psychic senses, Universal messages; all of these are used when divining with the Sacred Tarot. The messages and images you “see” are carried to you on
the intricate silk-like threads of the web that it is the Universal Mind. Open your psychic mind to be the receptor of this knowledge, and a successful reader you will be.
Block them out, or encase yourself in self-doubt – you would be doing yourself, and your client, a disservice. As Imbolc and Ostara are fast approaching, I have
pulled a three-card spread that we will discuss within this article.

The pulled cards are right on point with the balance that is Imbolc and the celebratory ripeness that is Ostara. The three chosen guides are as follows: The Fool, The
Hierophant, and The Lovers. This may seem an odd trifecta if the cards are simply taken at face value. However, as you will see, they connect quite nicely to The
Sabbats. After all, a fool is not always what they seem…

The Fool carries all his worldly possessions in one small knapsack. He is so enraptured with the visions in his head and the excitement of the prospects for his future,
that he ignores the cliff he just may topple off of. This sometimes impetuous one is ruled by Uranus, which represents humanitarianism, higher intellect, creative will
and ingenuity. In keeping with the Law of Polarity however, there is balance to these attributes: be cautious of sudden change, revolution and rebelliousness.

This is the card of infinite possibility, which falls right in line with the goals you should be tending to within the flame of Imbolc. Taking a cue from JK Rowling, like
Hermione’s purse, the Fool has all he needs to do, or be anything he desires. He needs only to stop and unpack his tiny bag. He is well on his way to a new
beginning – possibly in all areas of life. Be warned though. While it’s fine and good to be absorbed and excited by all that’s around you, you still need to watch your
step, or you could fall and look the fool.

This card nearly always represents the queen, or the person getting the reading. They have returned to zero – be it in romantic situations, career, health, or finances.
There should be no sadness associated with this new beginning. The Sun is growing stronger; there should be a rejuvenation of sorts ~ an excitement at the thought
of a second chance or new beginning. Take heed to not be overly optimistic or naïve. Embark on your journey with your eyes wide open and you’re sure to succeed!

It is easy, once one has a firm foundation underneath them, to suddenly become distraught with self-doubt and an inexplicable fear. It is in just these times that we
look to the Goddess, for she is ripe with possibility at Ostara. In this case, she would walk right alongside the Hierophant., and provide the insight we are searching

for. What if we lose all we have gained? What if it isn’t good enough? The Hierophant wisely gives counsel for us to give up what we are afraid of losing, or consider
what still remains if there is loss. After all, we would still retain the experience and knowledge gained thus far. These are things to be shared with others and passed
on for future generations.

The Hierophant is ruled by Taurus as his purpose is to bring the spiritual down to Earth. He leads people in shared communal rituals. He strives to perpetuate peace
and harmony, even in the midst of chaos. He brings tranquility and reminds us of our values and ethics – encouraging us to seek out like-minded people.

Even though supportive co-existence is his ultimate goal, this man, like the Bull, can be stubborn and overbearing. He is about community and not individuality. He is
ultimately about shared feelings, beliefs, and ways of life, and reminds us that we are never alone, which wraps us back into the balance that lies within the season.

The Lovers card is often seen as one of the more confusing cards in the deck. It is important when interpreting this card within a spread to carefully consider its
surrounding cards. Romantic emotions are typically associated with Water, and passion associated with Fire. The Lovers is however, ruled by Gemini, which is an Air
sign. It’s about messages, making contact, and psyche. Harmony, if you will. When grouping The Lovers with The Fool and The Hierophant, we see this as love of
community, and an extreme desire to reach our goals that we planted earlier in The Wheel of The Year.

This card is representative of something that you “know”. You recognize this and it is something that makes you balanced and/or complete. This could be something
as simple as an outfit that you have to own, or something as paramount as a house that you must own and live in.

This card indicates the appearance of something in the querent’s life (be it person, place, or thing) that they will fall in love with and must have. This knowledge will
be instinctive, and they will want it even if it means leaving their current path to have it. It’s important to use common sense in these situations as there is often a
hardship or cost that comes with the decision. Look back to the visions that came with the falling of The Fool and Hierophant cards in the spread. It is also important
to weigh all sides and all potential outcomes before making a final decision.

As each card has its intended meaning, it is crucial that you learn to interpret the cards psychically. I recommend taking each individual card, meditate on it and see
what comes to you. Sleep with it under your pillow. What images come to you when you next look at it? Tarot is an art. As artists, each of us has our own vision and
interpretation of the images before us. In time, they will become a part of you, and you will become a part of them.

The Symbol of the Egg at Ostara
by: Rev. Stephanie Eaton, HPs

Ostara, the spring equinox, is where the light and dark are of equal length. The days are getting warmer, animals continue to be born and springtime flowers begin to
awaken and emerge. It’s a time for renewal and change. A time to think about what correct changes you would like to make in your life, and clean out that “closet”.

It’s a time for rebirth. Ostara honors both Eostre; the Goddess of Spring, rebirth, and fertility, as well as Bloudwedd, the Welsh Goddess of Spring who through her
actions travels full circle from life to death, indicating that where there is Spring and rebirth, so comes Autumn and death.
This is also the time for planting new crops and to project prepare for a fruitful, prosperous and abundant season. Symbols of Ostara are the rabbit and the egg, and a

time for planting and sowing seeds and fertility. Here, the young Sun God and the young maiden Goddess join in sacred marriage, the Goddess conceiving thus to
become the Great Mother at the end of the cycle. The rabbit is the sacred animal to Ostara and symbolizes fertility, with the egg symbolizing purity and rebirth.
Legend has it that Eostre came upon a bird with a broken wing. She could not heal it, so instead transformed it into a rabbit that kept the ability to lay eggs like the
bird it once was. As a sign of thanks, the rabbit laid a sacred egg to Eostre. She was so grateful she asked that this be shared with everyone, so the rabbit traveled
the world leaving sacred eggs for people at Ostara.
Hunting for Ostara eggs, decorating our altars with eggs and Ostara bunnies are ways we honor this time of year and project for abundance and fertility within our
crops and ourselves. May Eostre and the rabbit leave you a sacred egg this year, leaving your lives rich with prosperity, and the fertility to manifest all that is correct
for you. Blessed Be.

Ostara: Herbs for Majick and Health
by: Priestess Dina Cabot McEwan, Herbalist
Ostara is the time for us to think and act on renewing ourselves, our lives and anything of importance to us. It is a time to plant seeds literally and figuratively. Ostara
—become the butterfly and enjoy the transformation as you spread your wings and fly high. Now is the time to plant seeds for herbs, flowers and maybe a tree or
two. Plant a seed and watch it grow. Watching a seed emerge from the soil can remind us of the renewal taking place in our own life. Spend time with the seedling.
Love it, feed it, water it and talk to it.

Herbs
Broom: (Cytium scoparius) Scotch broom
Planet: Mars Element: Air Powers: Purification, Protection, Wind, Spells, Divination, Prosperity, Communication, Concentration, Intuition
Majickal Uses:
To sweep all bad thoughts from our mind (Laurie Cabot—A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick).
Used in purification and protection spells.
Hang in your home to protect it from negative energies.
Carry it to help increase psychic powers.
To increase winds, invoke the spirit of Air while throwing Broom into the air from as high a point as possible (i.e. hill or mountain top).
To decrease winds, burn Broom and then bury the cool ashes.
Use Broom to sweep negative or unwanted energies out of your home.
Use Broom to sweep negative or unwanted energies out of your Circle prior to doing any work within your Circle.
Health Uses:
Can regulate heart action.
Has been used to help prevent blood after childbirth by causing the muscles of the uterus to contract.
You should not use this herb except under the supervision of an experienced herbalist.
High John Root: (Ipomoea purge or Ipomoea jalapa) High John the Conqueror Root
Planet: Mars Element: Fire Powers: Money, Love, Success, Happiness
Majickal Uses:
Carry the root anointed with mint and wrapped in a green sachet, this will attract money.
Carried to end depression, bring love and success, protect against another’s spells cast about you.
Use High John the Conqueror oil to anoint your tools to aid you in your spellwork.
Health Uses:
A strong laxative of taken internally.
Irish Moss: (Chondrus crispus)
Planet: Moon Element: Water Powers: Money, Luck, Protection
Majickal Uses:
“to bring Mermaid’s majick to your spells, for a beautiful voice”—(Laurie Cabot – A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick).

Place beneath rugs in your home to increase luck and “to ensure a steady flow of money into the house”—( Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs).
Can be carried to provide the benefits as above.
Add to luck or money poppets.
Carry while traveling for protection.
Health Uses:
Helps to boost the immune system while your on the mend.
Helps to boost the glands in the body.
A useful home remedy for sore throats and chapped skin due to its mucilaginous properties.
Beneficial in helping to relieve peptic and duodenal ulcers.

Trees
Alder: (Alnus glutinosa)
Planet: Venus Element: Water, Fire, Earth and Air Deity: Bran
Powers: Protection, Gives Courage, Eases Fear and Doubt
Majickal Uses:
Alder wood is used for wands, however, take great care when using it in this way because Alder uses the four elements and can be too powerful for “new”
witches.
Alder is a sacred tree of Celtic Astrology.
Use wand in rituals relating to self-confidence, spiritual growth and journeying.
Use to protect yourself against unwanted intrusions (i.e. empaths).
Use to help balance action with emotion.
Use an Alder talisman worn as a necklace to protect your Heart Chakra.
Use Alder wood to perform Fairy Majick. Considered to be the secret gate used by the Fae to move from realm to realm.
Talismans give strength to a Witch’s words. Helps to strengthen spell casting.
Always cover Alder wood when not in use.
Health Uses:
Apply leaves as poultice to areas of inflammation.
Beneficial to treat many skin conditions (i.e. eczema, infected wounds, burns).
Hawthorn: (Crataegus oxacantha)
Planet: Mars Element: Fire Deities: Cardea, Flora, Hymen
Powers: Chastity, Fertility, Wellbeing, Protection, Fairy Homes
Majickal Uses:
Plant around the home for protection.
Gives strength in adversity.
“use leaf or flower to ward off evil spells” – (Laurie Cabot—A Salem Witch’s Herbal Majick).
Can be used to increase fertility but also to maintain celibacy. Place leaves under the mattress and/or around the bedroom.
Carrying or wearing will promote happiness in depressed individuals.
If possible, a Witch’s garden should contain at least one Hawthorn hedge.
Sacred to fairies, “is part of the tree fairy triad of Britain: “Oak, Ash, and Thorn,” and where all three trees grow together, it is said that one may see fairies.”
(Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs)
Health Uses:
Use flower, leaves, and berries.
Hawthorn meets all on a personal level to bring a person’s heart and wellbeing into their own personal state of wellness.
Balances all blood pressure types.
Beneficial to the arterial and venous systems.
Normalizes cholesterols to balance LDL’s (bad cholesterol) and HDL’s (good cholesterol).
Can decrease plaque in arteries and increase circulation to the heart.
Can reduce the chance of heart attack.

Can slowly heal the heart after a heart attack.
Beneficial to those who have attention-deficit issues and autoimmune diseases.
Please always remember to Wildcraft responsibly. Always research more about the health uses of herbs and seek the advice/care of a trained Herbalist. If you have
any medical questions, don’t hesitate to contact your primary care doctor.

Ostara Sabbat Crystals
by: Priestess Valerie O’Neil
Welcome, Ostara! Spring is busting out all over! It is the perfect time to start new projects, access new ideas, and give birth to new conditions. Here are my picks for
crystals to use at this time of year. You can use them during meditation, chakra work, or crystal gridding, You can also read crystals much as you do with Tarot and
Runes! Give it a try-this is the time to use those new ideas and projects!

Rose Quartz
Crystal system

Trigonal

Chemistry

S1O2 Silicon dioxide with impurity

Hardness

7

Source

South Africa, USA, Brazil, Japan
India, Madagascar, Germany

Chakra

Heart

Number

7

Zodiac Sign

Taurus, Libra

Planet

Venus

Beneficial for

Inducing love, reducing tension,
overcoming trauma, sexual imbalances
grief, addition, overcoming rape

A stone of unconditional love and infinite peace, Rose Quartz is the most important crystal for healing the heart and the heart chakra. This beautiful stone promotes
receptivity to beauty of all kinds. Romantic Rose Quartz attracts love. Placed by your bed or in the relationship corner of your home, it draws love toward you or
supports an existing partnership, restoring trust and harmony.

Rose Quartz is the finest emotional healer. Releasing unexpressed emotions and heartache and transmuting emotional conditioning that no longer serves, it soothes
internalized pain and heals deprivation, opening your heart so that you become receptive. If you have loved and lost, it comforts your grief. Rose Quartz teaches you
how to love yourself and encourages self -forgiveness and acceptance, invoking self- trust and self- worth. Excellent for trauma or crisis, Rose Quartz acts as a
rescue remedy, providing reassurance and calm. This stone draws off negative energy and replaces it with loving vibes. Strengthening empathy and empathy and
sensitivity and aiding the acceptance of necessary change, it is an excellent stone for midlife crisis. Holding Rose Quartz enhances positive affirmations, the stone
then reminding you of your intention.

A rare and vibrant formation, Elestial Rose Quartz takes the energy of Rose Quartz to an even higher vibration. It is perfect for opening the heart seed and higher
heart chakras and for stimulating universal, unconditional love, compassion, and forgiveness.
NOTE: Rose Quartz is a high-vibration stone.

Lapis Lazuli
Crystal system

Cubic

Chemistry

(NaCa)8 (ALSi)12)24S2FeSCa
Aluminosilicate

Hardness

6-May

Source

Russia, Afghanistan, Chile,
Italy, USA, Middle East

Chakra

Throat,third eye, crown

Number

3

Zodiac Sign

Sagittarius

Planet

Venus

Beneficial for

Objectivity, clarity, stress, self=awareness
self-expression, anxiety, female hormones,
menopause, PMS,immune system,
insomnia, pain, migraine,
depression, hearing loss, vertigo
blood pressure

The name Lapis Lazuli comes from the Persian lazulward, “blue.” Prized for thousands of years, it was a favored stone in ancient Egypt, where it was believed to lead
the soul into immortality and open the heart to love. The royal stone, it was said to contain the soul of the gods. A metaphysical stone par excellence, Lapis Lazuli is a
key to spiritual attainment. Enhancing dreamwork and metaphysical abilities, it facilitates spiritual journeying and stimulates personal and spiritual power. Possessing
enormous serenity, Lapis Lazuli is protective. Alerting to psychic attack, it returns the energy to its source. This stone highlights the power of the spoken word and
can reverse curses or disease caused by not speaking out. Harmonizing body, emotions, mind, and spirit, it brings deep inner self-knowledge and multidimensional
cellular healing. A powerful thought amplifier, Lapis Lazuli stimulates higher mental faculties and encourages creativity. This stone teaches the value of active
listening and helps you confront truth, wherever you find it, and accept its teaching. Facilitating expressing your own opinions and harmonizing conflict, Lapis Lazuli
aids in taking charge of life. If repressed anger is causing difficulties in the throat, it releases these. This stone brings honesty, compassion, and uprightness to the
personality. A bonding stone in love and friendship, it dissolves martyrdom, cruelty, suffering, self-mortification, and emotional bondage. Note: Lapis Lazuli has a very
powerful vibration.

Agate
Crystal system

Trigonal

Chemistry

S1O2 Silicon dioxide

Hardness

6

Source

USA, India, Morocco, Czech
Republic, Brazil, Africa

Chakra

Varies according to color and type

Number

7 (varies according to color and type)

Zodiac Sign

Gemini (varies according to color and type)

Planet

Mercury

Beneficial for

Emotional trauma, self-confidence,
concentration, perception,
analytical abilities, aura
stabilization, negative energy
transformation, emotional disease,
gastritis, skin disorders

A truth amulet in ancient Rome or bound to the left arm to ensure bountiful crops, Agate was sometimes engraved with a snake to guard against snake bite. A
grounding stone with a powerful multilevel cleansing effect, bringing about emotional, physical, and intellectual balance. Agate stabilizes energy and harmonizes Yin
and Yang. It can bring hidden information to light. Soothing and calming, this stone works slowly but with great strength. Agate facilitates acceptance of your Self and
speaking your truth. Overcoming bitterness of the heart, it heals inner anger, fostering courage to start again. Encouraging assimilation of life experiences, Agate
facilitates stable spiritual growth.

Amazonite
Crystal system

Triclinic

Chemistry

KA(ALSi3O8) + copper

Hardness

6-6.5

Source

USA, Russia, Canada, Brazil,
India, Mozambique, Austria
Namibia

Chakra

Solar plexus, heart throat

Number

5

Zodiac Sign

Virgo

Planet

Uranus

Beneficial for

Electromagnetic smog, emotional
trauma, worry, fear, negative energy,
aggravation, universal love,
osteoporosis, tooth decay,
alcoholism, calcium deficiencies,
calcium balance, metabolic deficiencies
muscle spasm

With its powerful filtering action, Amazonite blocks geopathic stress and, placed between you and the source, absorbs microwaves and cell phone emanations,
protecting against electromagnetic pollution. It is particularly useful for illnesses caused by over sensitivity to environmental influences and electromagnetic smog.
Filtering information passing through the brain, and combining intellect with intuition, Amazonite allows you to see both sides of an argument and reach your own
conclusions, supporting self-determination. Releasing grief from the emotional balance and facilitates constructive expression of what has formerly been left unsaid.
Aligning the physical body with the etheric, Amazonite assists in maintaining optimum health. It is of particular benefit to musicians and writers.

Source material: The Encyclopedia of Crystals by Judy Hall and Celebrate the Earth by Laurie Cabot.

Egg of Rebirth
meditation by: Priest Tom O'Neil

Faery Sugar
by: Rev. Memie Watson, HPs
3 cups fine white sugar
1-tablespoon pure vanilla extract
1/8 teaspoon red food coloring (or color of your choice)
Glass container

Lay sugar on wax paper & sprinkle on the Vanilla; stir into the 3 cups of sugar mix well. Next sprinkle on the red food coloring and mix until sugar turns 'Faery pink'.
Save in glass container labeled 'Faery Sugar'

You can now use this special treat in the recipe above & for Faery cookies, cakes and offerings to the Fae.
You can eat some yourself, but remember the recipe is a secret!

Stuffed Ostara Eggs
Eating eggs at Spring Equinox is equivalent to ingesting the energy of Ostara.
8 eggs, hard boiled
2 cups mayonnaise
1/8 cup sugar
1/2 cup vinegar or sweet gherkin juice
Fresh thyme or basil
Watercress
Peel eggs and slice lengthwise, end to end.
Scoop out egg yolks and mash or blend in a blender.
Add mayonnaise, sugar and vinegar. Whip until creamy.
Refill egg whites with mixture, using a pastry bag or carefully placing mixture in with a teaspoon.

Garnish with fresh thyme or basil, if desired,
and put watercress underneath on the dish.

Healing the World
Laurie Cabot's Book of Visions, pg 47
by: Laurie Cabot with Penny Cabot & Christopher Penczak
This meditation can be used when there is strife and conflict in the world. While it is easy to feel powerless, Witches know we are never powerless. Take a situation
in the world that is distressing for you, that you feel needs to be healed. If you can get something tangible, like a newspaper article on the topic, that is great. Make
use of various news sources, from global resources beyond your home country, particularly for Americans who need to have a more global view of world problems.
Become educated about the issue to the best of your ability and hold it in your mind.
When you are ready, count down into Alpha. Intend to connect to the wisdom of the Divine Mind, the All. Envision on the screen of your mind the situation or issue.
Please pick up only one issue at a time, or one aspect of a large issue, rather than trying to face all the world's problems at once. If there are leaders involved whose
actions and decisions could shift the situation for the better, ask the divided Mind to speak to the leaders involved. Use your own inner voice (regardless of any
language barriers as you are using pure thought and intention) and speak to the leaders. Ask them to discontinue their policies of destruction and engage in the
policies and actions that will bring the greatest good. Ask them to find the peaceful solution. Then thank them, even if you are unsure if they agreed.
Ask to go to those who are being harmed, or to the other side of the conflict if both sides are causing harm. Repeat your previous action. If anyone on either side
request protection, place a protection shield around them.
Ask the divine power of the universe that all those in need in the situation get what they need, be it food, clothing, shelter, medicine, or anything else. Ask this for the
good of all involved. Visualize the situation coming to a peaceful resolution. Thank the Divine Mind.
Give yourself Total Health Clearance and bringing yourself out of alpha. Ground yourself as needed.
Repeat as you feel called to do so, as you would for any other healing, but don't get too stuck or fixated. You can contribute to the solution, but you are not the sole
source of the solution. Make sure you rest for a few days before repeating this meditation or choosing another situation to work on. This process can be quite difficult,
so pace yourself and take care of yourself.

The Cabot Kent Hermetic Temple is constantly looking to highlight our Cabot Witches and Temple members that volunteer their time and effort and are a part
of a greater community service.

We feel through community deed and outreach, that we can correctly impact the current conditions of our local and greater planet. Bringing about beneficial
change, awareness and healing is our mission as witches and tie in to our 3 Fold Law.

Although service done inside our Temple is closely recognized and potentially awarded with continued efforts, work in the outer community has not had the
same “acknowledgement” as it deserves.
Here in the CKHT newsletter, we decided to create a section for just these selfless people. We will be featuring those in our community that are currently
volunteering and highlighting their chosen cause in hopes to inspire and connect you to do the same.

Sometimes knowing where to begin can be the hardest first step to take; but by pioneer witches reaching out, you too can feel the benefits that giving back
brings you. If you are volunteering and wish your cause and efforts to be known, email: newsletterckhtmemie@yahoo.com

The Crystal Wheel:
Copyright Laurie Cabot HPs
Every Thursday night, at 10:00 pm the Cabot Council of Witches projects their light and energy to a Crystal Wheel in the sky over Salem.
This wheel is a sacred place of solace anyone who needs emotional, physical and spiritual healing may meditate on our wheel. All the Witches who attend the
Crystal Wheel become a conduit so that Universal Information can answer questions and send the proper majick to whosoever enters the wheel.

You may come to the wheel as often as you wish. We do this in correctness and for the good of all.

Crystal Wheel Meditation
Orchid for Higher Mind, Psychic Intelligence,
Portal to Other Realms
Find yourself in a relaxed seated position with your legs uncrossed and feet flat on the ground. Place your palms open on your lap. You may hold a crystal or a
Purple Tourmaline stone in you left hand. Close your eyes and take a few deep breathes in and out. Feel the mystical light of Orchid surround the top of your head,
across your eyes, running down your neck and shoulders. The Orchid light of Higher Mind fills every cell of your body as you relax all of your muscles, your arms,
fingers…feel this soothing energy in your lower back following down your legs, knees, shins…the calming feeling is running over the top of your feet, to your toes,
and under your feet. You are relaxed, comfortable and safe.

In your mind’s eye, begin to see the number 7 and the color Red…see the number 6 and the color Orange…see the number 5 and the color Yellow…number 4 is
Green, see the color Green…number 3 is Blue, see the color Blue…number 2 is Indigo, see the mid-night sky…number 1 is Orchid, see the color Orchid…

You are now in Alpha level. I will count from 10 to 1 at which you will be in a more perfect working level:
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1…
you are now at your inner more level where everything you do, think and say will be accurate and correct for the Good of All, and this is so.

Envision your spirit-self rising from where you sit and floating outdoors increasingly closer toward the Orchid light in the night sky. The light grows brighter and fuller
as you travel comfortably past light clouds and through a gentile mist. Slowly the Orchid light takes form, the misty night subsides and you approach the enormous
sparkling Crystal Wheel 700 foot above Salem, MA. It’s illuminating the color Orchid in a spiral pattern that past well beyond the clouds and peaks into the cosmos. A
spiral is an ancient geometric shape rich in meaning of life, death and rebirth; ascension of soul and self; and the cosmic force that binds everything. In addition, the
color Orchid allows for higher vibrations to penetrate deep into our mind, body, and spirit; awakening our conscious and subconscious selves.

The spiral pattern of Orchid light-energy reaches deep within and far outward, opening our minds and our hearts to philosophical information about us and where we
stand in the world at this very moment.

Pause 5 min

This valuable information allows us to gain better understanding over what and who we keep close to us…for better or worse. We ask “Who helps me heal? Who is
needs my spiritual and psychic support? Why do I continue to repeat certain pattern? How do make contact to my spirit and spirit guides? “What is my soul purpose in
this life?”

These and other questions have filled your mind; the search for real meaningful answers begin tonight. But now is the time to be grateful and positive about your
journey thus far. Traveling deep within your psyche and connecting to spirit realms take patience and love. Take this time to greet those you know on the Wheel,
while still allowing the intuitive power of Orchid to fill your aura and your third eye. Friendships and deep soul bonding can take us further in our quest for higher mind
and spirit.

Pause 3 min

When you’re ready send this light-energy across the whole of the sky throughout the world, and lastly the names on the Crystal Wheel healing list.

Pause 2 min

Except these visions from the Orchid light-energy of the Wheel and allow the information to come into your conscience and sub-conscience mind. Ask that this be
correct and for the greater good of ALL. Take this time to meditate in the mystical color of Orchid.

Pause 15 minutes

The cosmic knowledge given to us from these deep questions leaves a mark of an Orchid spiral on our forehead, upon our third eye. The spiral symbolizes our
soul’s journey through our life cycle and our greater cycle beyond this realm. At anytime you can connect to this Orchid spiral image and travel deep within or far
beyond.

We feel blessed and loved by our fellow Wheel mediators. They’re friendship and positive support is what keeps us coming back. Our group effort allows this vortex
of light-energy to bring forth the intuitive messages from the guides throughout the multiverse to the forefront of our minds. This gives us the power we need to heal
and balance our physical and spiritual self, and in turn our world. With this feeling, it is time to return. You say goodbye and begin to rise up enough to head home.
The Orchid spiral remains fixed, always on you, visible the whole way home. So does the energy of the Wheel, even as you guide yourself back into your body.

Take in another deep breath, give yourself total health clearance and we will count up:
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10;
1-2-3-4-5-6-7.
Begin to wiggle your toes, your legs, arms, shoulders and head. Now open your eyes. Thank you.

Written by Rev. Jacqueline Rene Cabot Civitarese, H.Ps.

Rites of Passage
Handfasted and Heart Joined

Rev. Bree Bella Cabot, HPs
and First Degree Philip Boltas
were Handfasted and Heart Joined
on Nov. 23rd 2019

Officiated by: Rev. Jacq Civitarese Belanger HPs

Cabot's in Attendance:
Priest John Cabot Dean; Rev. Lord Alexander Cabot HP; Priest Aven Lugh Armstrong-Sutton; Officiant: Rev. Jacq Civitarese Belanger HPs; Mother of the
Groom: Priestess Dawn Boltas; Groom: First Degree Philip Boltas; Bride: Rev. Bree Bella Cabot, HPs; Rev. Penny Cabot HPs; Rev. Lady Leslie Cabot
Armstrong HPs; Rev. Lord Jeff Cabot Sutton HP; and Priest Christophe Korzinski

Death and Rebirth Remembered

Summerland

Patricia A. Dapp
Beloved Mother of Priestess Dorinda S. (Randy) Gray
passed into Summerland on Dec. 10th 2018

The Spirit of Our Familiars

Tinkerbell
Beloved Family Dog of
Rev. Candy Alice Cabot HPs
Crossed the Rainbow Bridge on Nov. 26th 2019

Temple Ministries
Our Rev. High Priest and Priestesses of the Temple have created the following Ministries for anyone interested in these topics to join. They are filled with
creativity, a wealth of knowledge, wisdom and are non judge mental.

Women's Spirituality and Sacred Circles
Created by Rev. Memie Watson, HPs
Administrators: Jacq, Penny, Danelle
Women’s Sacred Circles and Spirituality Groups By Rev. Memie Watson HPs The focus and purpose of the women’s spirituality and sacred circles group is to give
you the opportunity to connect with other women while exploring the important aspects of essential female values and the aspects of a life of balance. As a group we
learn to explore relationships and support of the feminine community, honor our power, reflect and reinvent our knowledge. Our goal is to thrive spiritually while we
find inner wisdom and travel our inner path to self. “The time has come as we Embrace to leave all Judgment”

Eternal Web Faerie Ministry for the Cabot Kent Temple
Created by: Rev. Jacq R. Cabot Civitarese, HPs
Administrators: Memie, Robert, Katherine, Patsy
Are you looking to begin a personal relationship with the Mystical race and elemental spirits that reside alongside our realm? Through Meditation, a Majick Circle, and
Offerings to the Fae we are sure to have their friendship in life and in majick. Already working with them, and have experiences or majick you’d like share with fellow
witches? Once you are one, check out our files and past images...there you'll find a wealth of information posted in our active past. •Learn how our mundane world is
intertwined with the magical world of Faerie. •Descriptions of some of the many types of Faerie encountered throughout the world and how you can connect with
them majically. •Discover the best time and places to find faeries; Seasonal, solar, and lunar faerie majick.•How to use faerie herbs and plants; connecting with
crystals to harness faerie majick for love, protection, prosperity, happiness and healing. •Guided meditations will be offered to help you begin the majickal journey to
Faerie. Allowing you to set up a sacred space for majick and start a relationship your faerie guide. •Addition meditations to aid you in working with Faerie. List of the
best books, tarot, music on Faeries and Faerie Majick. Poems and Art of Faerie. Q & A both private and public

The Green Ministry Rev. HPs Penny Cabot
of the Cabot Kent Hermetic Temple
Created by: Penny Cabot
The coalition between Spirituality, Mother Earth & Green Living, Look at all nature around you and know that we are all comprised of stardust . you may also reach
out to me for spiritual guidance at: ckhtgreen@yahoo.com

Ministry for Military Service Members and those who love them
Created by: Tracy Claudio, HPs
This Ministry seeks to offer spiritual guidance and support for any members of the Armed Forces, who have ever served a day in the military from Boot Camp to
Veteran. We also offer the same services to their family members and other loved ones. With the recent addition, by the federal government, to recognize
witchcraft/wicca as a religion, the old religious guidelines of practicing in secret have been modernized. Now you can feel confident to practice and rejoice in your
traditions openly. We encourage and welcome any/all questions and inquiries of all faiths of witchcraft/wicca.

The Family Ministry Rev HPs Candi Alice Cabot/Cabot Kent Hermetic Temple
Created by: Candi Alice Cabot, HPs
The Family Ministry Group is a Ministry of the Cabot Kent Hermetic Temple. We are here to guide you along your path while following the ancient ways of Witchcraft
- specifically the Cabot Tradition. Our goal is to nurture and grow your spirituality within the family unit as a whole.. The administrator of this group is an Initiated High
Priestess and has 7 children... all of whom are second degree Cabot Priests and Priestesses... with the exception of the baby, and he can't wait until it's his time! You
are welcome with open arms!!

The Academic Ministry of the Cabot-Kent HeremeticTemple of Witchcraft
by Rev. John J. Cabot-Griffin HP
Administrators: Jacq, Penny, Barbara
As the Cabot-Kent Hermetic Temple advocates an academic approach to the Science, Art, & Religion of Witchcraft, our Tradition is concerned with those scholars
who are credibly adding to the historical and cultural study of our religion. One of the things which Rev. Laurie Cabot HPs has consistently imparted to her students is
the need to actively change the negative connotations associated with Witchcraft. A changing of perceptions often occurs when people have access to the truth: that
is the goal of the Academic Ministry of the Cabot-Kent Hermetic Temple. The goals of this Ministry include: • Sharing and discussing credible information which

educates and informs individuals about various topics directly related to our Tradition. This includes the academic study of Celtic culture, and how it relates to the
Witchcraft Traditions of the Welsh, Scottish, British, and Irish people. • Discussing credible academic sources which help us to understand the roots of our own rituals,
mythologies, and practices. • An academic approach towards understanding the archetype of the Witch, removed of the malicious and often erroneous depictions. By
doing so, we hope to simultaneously forge a more balanced and historically accurate image of the Witch. • The active preservation of the history of our Temple, our
Tradition, and of our High Priestess, Rev. Laurie Cabot HPs.
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